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Dear Navnatees,  

Jai Jinendra & Jai Shri Krishna. 

Since my last review in April, so much has happened. Most pleasingly, with the easing of 
pandemic restrictions, we have been able to meet each other more easily and enjoy some 
normality in our lives.    

You will be pleased to know that our major building project is making excellent progress 
with completion expected to be around the end of October, by the time you receive this issue 
of Darpan. We are planning our first celebration at the extended Navnat Centre with the an-
nual DDiiwwaallii  CChhooppddaa  PPuujjaann on 4th November 2021. We will have many more opportunities to 
meet there again, especially next year. I think you will be thrilled when you see our new 
space. 

Earlier in the year, at the end of May, we de-commissioned the modified use of the Navnat 
Centre as a vvaacccciinnaattiioonn  hhuubb. During its six months of service, the NHS Health and Care Team 
in Hillingdon vaccinated 80,000 local residents against Covid-19. In a very warm letter titled 
“Thank you – 80,000 times!” they mentioned that “The Navnat Centre has played a key role in 
Hillingdon having the best vaccination figures in NW London”, further adding that “this has 
been a jewel of an example of local community and public service working together.”  We 
were very glad to support our NHS heroes. 

A few weeks later at the start of July, the foundation shilas of the building extension were 
consecrated at a SShhiillaa  PPuujjaann, attended by members who donated in excess of £5,000, the 
Trustees, Board of Advisors, past Presidents and leaders of Navnat affiliates. In total, 78 
people participated in the ceremony which was organised with health and safety in mind. We 
also took the opportunity to place two time capsules in the foundation well with a cache of 
artefacts, information and photos as an act of communication to future generations about 
our times. Thank you to our Hall Secretary Hasmitaben Doshi for arranging all the decora-
tions and puja samagri. 



 

In August, we organised the most popular event of the year – the NNaavvnnaatt  MMeellaa  22002211 in celebration of Janmashtami. 
Nearly 1,500 people visited the fair, including local Mayors, Councillors and other distinguished guests. There was 
the usual buzz of excitement with 50 stalls, 4 funfair rides, games, Kids’ Zone and a grand marquee which hosted 
talented musicians and dance artistes, all sited under bright sunshine in the extensive grounds of our Navnat Cen-
tre. The evening concluded with devotional songs marking Krishna’s birth and the traditional matki tod. The colour-
ful event was covered for Sky and Virgin TV by the channel Colors Gujarati. The festival has always been a fun 
meeting point for family and friends; it’s also important for sharing our culture with younger generations. So, if you 
missed the mela this year, be sure to mark your diaries for next year! I would like to take this opportunity to thank 
Rameshbhai Shah and his sub-committee for their hard work in organising the event. 

If you attended the Mela, you will have seen that we have a well-tended cricket pitch on our grounds. This year, we 
finally brought cricket back to the Navnat Centre. Our General Secretary, Jaswant Doshi, worked tirelessly with the 
English and Wales Cricket Board (ECB) to start the All Stars and Dynamos cricket programmes to inspire the next 
generation of 5-11 years old children to enjoy the sublime game. We now have a roller, flexpitch, a practice net with 
AstroTurf, playing equipment and kits. Most importantly, we also have trained Navnatees who are DBS-checked and 
First Aid certified in support. 

In September, we celebrated the Jain year-end religious festival of Paryushan. We organised virtual programmes of 
bhakti, pravachan and bhavna which proved to be popular. Many Navnatees and others living overseas in India, Afri-
ca and the Middle East also participated and praised our Paryushan programme, especially bhavna. My special 
thanks to Ashaben Mehta and Bhartiben Shah for organising volunteers to deliver swapnas to all the bhagyashalis. 
After a break of two years, we were able to hold the sangha parna at our Centre, with over 250 attending. On the 
same day, we held the ceremony for parna vadhavwani, celebrated with dhol sponsored by Virendrabhai Bakhai and 
family. Thank you to Bhupendrabhai Shah as the main co-ordinator of Paryushan and his sub-committee for the 
hard work and dedication in giving our members a magnificent program. 

In late September, it gave me great pride when 22 Navnatees from the energetic and youthful Navnat NextGen 
(NNG) completed a 13-mile charity walk across London as part of the Shine Night Walk. They raised over £7,000 for 
Cancer Research UK. The future of our community is shining bright indeed! 

Finally, for October, we had planned for the ever-popular Navratri festival but sadly, after much deliberations about 
the risks of infection, we decided to cancel the open event. Instead, we organised a much smaller celebration with 
just 50 Navnatees in attendance in the large main hall at the Navnat Centre during two hours in late afternoons and 
with many precautions such as wearing of face masks when not dancing. This compromise allowed us to mark the 
traditional devotion and fun associated with the festival, while mitigating the risks of Covid-19 infections. 

Supporting our landmark events and generous donations from our member, the income from the hire of our Navnat 
Centre and its car park is also picking up.  

In reviewing these highlights, I feel we have turned a corner over the last six months. I have begun to look to our 
community’s future with a new optimism and excitement. We have much to look forward to and plan for. I have no 
doubt that Navnat will continue to thrive because its members rejoice in coming together. 

As ever, my sincere thanks to the Trustees, Affiliate leaders, Board of Advisors, the Zoom Team and an army of oth-
er volunteers, supporters and donors for their hard work and generosity. I am humbled by their dedicated seva 
which brings our community to life. 

With warmest wishes in advance for a joyous Diwali and a happy New Year, 



& Ajinkya Mate



 
 

 

 

Loving Memory of the late Pushpaben (Kantaben) Harsukhlal Doshi 

Born on 

07/06/1940 

Kabale, Uganda 

 

It is with great sadness that we announce the passing of our beloved Mother, Baa and Dadi. 
She was a symbol of strength and faith, forever filling our home with positivity and laughter. 

Her departure has left a huge void in our hearts which will be impossible to fill. 
But she leaves us with beautiful memories. 

And her goodness, her caring and wisdom will live on. 
All the advice she has given and everything she has taught us will live on. 

Her love will be our guide. 
And even though we cannot see her, she will always be by our side. 

 
 

Daughter of Late Purshotambhai Madhavji Mehta and Late Premkuvarben Mehta. 
Wife of Late Harsukhlal Thakershi Doshi. 

Daughter-in-law of Late Thakershi Popatlal Doshi and Late Valiben Thakershi Doshi. 
Mother to Rajshree Jasani, Rajesh and Jayesh Doshi. 

Mother-in-law to Hiteshkumar Jasani, Kashmira Rajesh Doshi and Dharmina Jayesh Doshi. 
Grandmother to Chirag and Chandni Jasani, Sonal, Sahil and Disha Doshi. 

 
 

We would like to thank everyone for their support and kind words during this difficult time. 
We pray that her soul rests in eternal peace. 

Om Shanti Shanti Shanti. 
 

 

Passed away on 

07/07/2021 

London, England 

Shraddhanjali 



    ૐૐ      SSHHRRAADDDDHHAANNJJAALLII    ૐૐ                                      
LLaattee  HHaassmmiittaa  ((HHaarrsshhiiddaa))  BBaabbuurraaii  SShhaahh   

 

 

 

 

 
  

  

  

  

  

  
  It is with deep sadness and regret that we announce the passing of our beloved Wife, Mother and Nani  

HHaassmmiittaa  ((HHaarrsshhiiddaa))  BBaabbuurraaii  SShhaahh  
on Wednesday 23rd June 2021 in London, UK  

 
Born in Mombasa, Kenya. She married Baburai Shah in 1963 and moved to the UK in 1972 with her 2 daughters, Darshana and 

Sheila.  
 

She was amazingly kind and generous and had the ability to talk to anyone, giving help, advice with a smile that will be  
remembered by all who met her. She had a passion for cooking, gardening, travelling and meeting people and always took  

immense pride in helping others. Her incredible strength, wisdom and positivity will be greatly missed although will continue to 
be an inspiration for the many lives she touched. Her departure has left a huge void which is impossible to fill but her light 

continues to brighten our souls.  
 

***************************************** 
 

LLoovviinngg  ddaauugghhtteerr  of late Labhuben and late Dulabhji Nagji Damani. 

BBeelloovveedd  wwiiffee  of Baburai Tarachand Shah (Tolia) 

DDeevvootteedd  mmootthheerr  and mother-in-law to Darshana & Nimish Shah, and Sheila & Piyush Shah 

DDoottiinngg  ggrraannddmmootthheerr  to Nirav, Rahil and Inara   

LLoovviinngg  ssiisstteerr  aanndd  ssiisstteerr--iinn--llaaww to Late Dinesh & Shobna Damani, Late Hasmukh & Late Uma Damani, Late Mahendra & Kash-
mira Damani, Manjula & Late Mansukhlal Shah, Chandrika & Late Jayantilal Mehta 

DDaauugghhtteerr--iinn--llaaww to Late Shardaben & Late Tarachand Dipchand Tolia 

BBhhaabbhhii to Late Hasmita & Late Jayantilal Rayani, Manjula & Late Vijay Kothari, Pushpaben Shah, Mukundrai Shah, Chandrakant 
& Veena Shah, Late Harshadrai & Gita Shah 

MMaassii  &&  MMaammii  to Raksha & Mahendra, Yogesh & Jayshri, Rita, Hitesh & Jyoti, Kajal & Narendra, Nilesh & Darshna, Smeeta & Ma-
hesh, Darjet, Mehul & Pretti, Amit, Dishal, Mahesh & Chhaya, Jayshree & Hiten, Jatin & Nazan, Ajay & Ruchira, Sonal, Chirag, 

Roshni & Rakesh, Shilpa & Vipul, Sameer & Nishey  

And a loyal FFrriieenndd  to so many We would like to thank everyone for their support and kind words during this difficult time.  

May her soul attain Moksha  
 

ૐૐ    શશાાંિંિતત      ::    શશાાંિંિતત      ::    શશાાંિંિતત    
 

“When someone you love becomes a memory, the memory becomes a treasure.”  

Born on 
1st February 1942 
Mombasa, Kenya  

Passed away on 
23rd June 2021 

London, England 



    ૐૐ      SSHHRRAADDDDHHAANNJJAALLII    ૐૐ                                      
SSaarruullaattaa  BBhhaaiicchhaanndd  SShhaahh    

  
 

 

 

 
  

  

  

  

  

  
  

It is with great sadness that we announce the passing of our beloved mother/ ba Sarulata Bhaichand 

Shah. We will forever miss her kind, compassionate, selfless and loving nature. She was an inspiration 

to us all.  

We pray that her soul rests in eternal peace. 

——————————————— 

We want to thank everyone who conveyed their condolences in person, by telephone and email. We 

thank you for your support during this difficult period. 

        Naresh Bhaichand Shah  

             Tel: 07740 287087 

————————-———————— 

ૐૐ    શશાાંિંિતત      ::    શશાાંિંિતત      ::    શશાાંિંિતત    
 

Mr Naresh Bhaichand Shah 

Mrs Meena Naresh Shah 

Mr Jayant Bhaichand Shah 

Ms Kirti Bhaichand Shah 

Shivani Shah 

ૐૐ    શશાાંિંિતત      ::    શશાાંિંિતત      ::    શશાાંિંિતત    

��ીી  મમહહાાવવીીરરાાયય  નનમમ:: 

Born on 
19 December 1935 

��ીી  ��ૃૃ��ણણાાયય  નનમમ::  

Passed away on 
21st August 2021 



A D V E R T I S I N G  F E A T U R E

Over the  
threshold 

  Record Inheritance Tax bills  
are a reminder of the need  

for good estate planning

There are few more confusing 
– or unpopular – taxes than 
Inheritance Tax (IHT). In 
October 2019, HM Revenue 

and Customs published Estimated Costs 
of Tax Reliefs indicating further confusion 
and inertia as it expects to see a 19% 
increase in IHT revenues over the next 
four years.  

For older generations, paying up to 40% 
tax on what they leave behind is difficult 
to contemplate. For some children and 
grandchildren, grappling with IHT is 
something they are ill-equipped to do. 

Yet more and more families are having 
to deal with IHT. The latest figures show 
that IHT receipts reached £5.1 billion in 
the 2019/2020 tax year, according to an 
HMRC tax report published in May 2020.  
 
 
 

 

Once considered a tax on the 
truly affluent, IHT now affects 

more estates than ever
 

 
Although a fall of £0.4 billion from the 
previous year, this was likely due to the 
increase in the residence nil-rate band 
threshold, which has been introduced in 
stages since 2017-18. 

It will undoubtedly come as a shock to 
discover that a large proportion of your 
wealth, which includes the family home, 
investments including Individual Savings 
Accounts (ISAs), life assurance plans not 
in trust, and even old family heirlooms 
might actually have to be sold to meet the 
tax liability on death.

The previous rises in receipts largely 
reflected the surge in residential property 
prices, as well as the recovery in other 
asset values, which has dragged more 
households into the IHT net. From April 
2020, the residence nil-rate band rose to 
£175,000, for those who qualify. 

Coupled with the fact that up to the 
first £325,000 of an individual’s estate 
may be exempt from IHT, this will mean 
that, subject to certain conditions, a 
married couple and civil partners could 
have a combined tax-free estate worth 
£1,000,000 in the 2020/2021 tax year. 

Despite this, at the heart of this problem 
remains the simple fact that IHT could be 
considered a voluntary tax; the Treasury 
relies on inertia and people’s reluctance 
to confront the issue. The boost to the 
Treasury’s coffers is a reminder of the 
damaging effect death duties can have 
on families’ plans to create and pass 
on wealth. There are many perfectly 

legitimate ways of mitigating IHT through 
foresight and careful financial planning. 
The mitigation of IHT does not require high-
powered tax planning; only a willingness 
to discuss the issue, act and make use of 
the many options available, establishing 
trusts* where appropriate; and making use 
of annual exemptions such as gifting. 

With careful IHT planning,  
more wealth could be retained 
to support future generations

The rules surrounding IHT on individuals 
domiciled in the UK – or resident – are 
complex. Certain transfers are also 
deemed exempt from the tax if they 
pass between a husband and wife or civil 
partners.

If you are uncertain about where you 
stand regarding IHT and would like to 
know more about how to minimise the 
sums falling into the hands of HMRC, or 
your local authority through long-term 
care fees, you should seek advice. 

The levels and bases of taxation, and 
reliefs from taxation, can change at any 
time and are dependent on individual 
circumstances.

* Trusts are not regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority.
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A D V E R T I S I N G  F E A T U R E

Are you running 
the risk of outliving 

your savings?
In a world of low interest rates, an unpredictable 
economy and increasing life expectancy, useful 
guidance on retirement planning is a necessity

Whether you have just 
started out on life’s 
journey, or counting 
the days to retirement, 

pension planning should be high on your 
wealth management agenda. However, 
you will have very different needs and 
objectives depending on which part of the 
journey you are on.   

The earlier you start planning, the easier it 
will potentially be to create the retirement 
lifestyle you want. The stark reality is that 
the majority of us need to save more.

With people generally 
living longer, retirement now 

represents a far greater 
proportion of our lives than 

previously expected

We all must accumulate more, when 
we are earning, to meet the extra costs 
of living longer. The decisions we make 
today will dictate the standard of living we 
will enjoy in retirement.

The golden rule is to determine exactly 
how much you are going to need in 
retirement – and to start planning for it 
now. Delays costs money but making 

worthwhile contributions need not be that 
difficult. Making pension contributions 
could be seen as a necessary expense: 
they should not be an afterthought.

Budgeting for a regular monthly amount 
towards any pension savings could be 
considered as an integral part of business 
or household budgeting, just like the 
heating and lighting bills. 

Remember that making annual or single 
contributions has the possibility of buying 
into the market at the ‘wrong’ time. 
Monthly contributions help to smooth out 
the effect of fluctuations in unit prices. 
Those relying solely on the State Pension 
to see them through their later years will 
have to accept that their standard of living 
is going to drop significantly. 

The State Pension provides a limited 
income (£175.20 for a single person, 
per week, based on a full NI record in 
the 2020/2021 tax year), which falls 
drastically short of what is really needed 
to fund a comfortable lifestyle. 

So how do we avoid poverty in retirement? 
First, decide how large a fund you will 
need. One method is to multiply your 
target retirement income by 25. For 
example, if you think you’ll need £30,000 
a year, aim for a fund of £750,000. 

Next, select the most appropriate 
investment vehicles to help achieve your 
goal. Property, investment bonds and 
ISAs have all proved popular over recent 
years but don’t offer the same degree of 
tax breaks as a pension.

Whatever your age, you should 
regularly review whether your 
saving strategy is on track to 

provide for retirement

To help avoid running out of money, 
selecting a balanced and well-diversified 
investment portfolio is critical, but 
knowing how much money to take from 
a drawdown policy is arguably of greater 
importance. There’s no better time like 
the present for you to consider how to 
enhance or protect your wealth whilst 
thinking about your retirement.

The value of an investment with  
St. James’s Place will be directly linked 
to the performance of the funds selected 
and may fall as well as rise. You may get 
back less than the amount invested. 

The levels and bases of taxation and 
reliefs from taxation, can change at any 
time and are generally dependent on 
individual circumstances. 
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Inheritance Tax ‘Inherently Unfair’ 
On Thursday 3 June 2021 Navnat Vanik Bhagini Samaj organised a very 
interesting talk on understanding a complicated area of Inherentance Tax.  
 
The aim of this talk was to create an awareness and educate, in particular, 
woman who would benefit from knowledge of how this impacts their 
assets. 
 
As this was a topic that affects most of us, NVBS was very delighted to note 
that a total of 454 viewers had joined this talk on zoom as well as other 
social media platforms. The attendance interest was maintained till the 
end of the talk as a total of 33 questions were taken and answered by 
Dipeshbhai. 
 
Dipeshbhai is a company director and a wealth manager at Oakdale 
Financial Services Ltd. He has been advising clients, since 2005, on their 
financial planning including inheritance tax planning, investment planning, 
retirement planning and protection planning to ensure that they maximise 
their financial planning in a way that more of his clients’ money stays 
within their family. 
 
The aim of the talk was “to have a understanding of Inheritance Tax 
Planning and the steps that can be taken to mitigate the financial impact”. 
In other words, how to make sure that your assets stay within your family 
and are passed down from generation to generation rather than the 
taxman. To this end Dipeshbhai took us through the various 
tools/products available for effective financial planning. Dipeshbhai 
explained in great detail some initial planning ideas- nil rate bands (what 
they are, how they work), assets over £2million (what happens in such 
situations), IHT at 64% (what happens in such a situations), gifting 
exemption (exemptions that you can make use of to maximise your 
planning) and the 7-year rule (how tapper relief works on gifts made). In 
addition, the importance of Wills and Lasting Power of Attorney; how 
trust-based planning can maximise your overall financial planning and 
main residence property planning. 
 
Dipeshbhai talked about the common concerns (having to pay 40%tax at 
the point of death after paying tax through lifetime etc…) that people have 
and what considerations (change of circumstances-lose control over 
money) need to be taken into account for an efficient financial planning.  
 
Main residence property planning - most people think that is an easy 
decision to take either give property away to children living with you or 
give property to children not living with you. However, Dipeshbhai 



explained that it is never as easy as that. It is quite complex and when the 
complexities come to light, it is too late. 
 
Dipeshbhai explained the options available for IHT. They are:  

 Put the money into a Trust 
 Whole Life Cover 
 Tax Efficient Investments- Business Relief, Enterprise Investment 

Scheme (EIS) 
 Spend/give away your money 

 
Dipeshbhai stressed the importance of financial planning as early as 
possible. His talk was very informative and many people would have 
been able to take on the information relevant to their situation.   
All in all, it was a very well received presentation organised by NVBS. 
 
Conveners: Purnima Mehta and Renu Mehta 
Jai Jinendra & Jai Shree Krishna. 
 

 
*************************************************************************** 
 

  

NAVNAT VANIK ASSOCIATION OF UK 

  LIST OF DONATIONS AND PLEDGES FOR DINING HALL EXTENSION 

  Donations and Pledges not including GIFT AID.  

  Donations and Pledges received after April 2021 

  NAMES  Donations & Pledges 
Received             £  

1 In the Loving memory of Urmilaben Dhirendrabhai Sanghrajka 5555 
2 Navnat Vadil Mandal 5555 
3 Indiraben Chandrakantbhai Mehta 5001 
4 Mrs. Kusumben Ramesh Varia in the memory of her husband Ramesh Varia 5001 

5 
Late Lalitrai & Nilam Doshi & Family C/O Sanjita Lalit Doshi 5000 

6 
Dilip & Taruna Mithani 1008 

7 
Mayurbhai & Binaben Sanghvi 501 

8 Madhuben Shah in the loving memory of her husband Suresh L. Shah 500 
9 Rajnibhai Shah 251 

  Brought Forward from April 2021. 555,213 
  TOTAL DONATIONS AND PLEDGES £583,585 
      

  ERRORS FROM LAST ISSUE AMENDED   
      

  

Gunvantiben Harakchand Mehta, Kishor Harakchand Mehta, Lataben Kishor 
Mehta, Dhiresh Harakchand Mehta & Ritaben Dhiresh Mehta In the loving 
memory of Late Sarojben Harshadrai Mehta 

5,001 

  Vanlila & Sharad Mehta 1,500 
 
 

NVBS is grateful to have received a donation of £526 from Dipeshbhai Shah
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 For second year running, we had paryushan celebration via Zoom, in the comforts 
of our home.  We were honoured to have Param Pujya Namramuni Maharaj Saheb 
and his powerful spiritual team to give us  interesting and exciting religious 
discourses every morning  and every afternoon.  We  had the privilege of listening 
to Mahasatijis and Sashan Prabhavaks simple, educational and spiritual message 
which we can practice in our daily life; and which gave us the true essence of our 
religion. Every morning we had for the first time live Bhakti.  
 
 We had a popular music group from Mumbai for daily bhavna. The group gave us all 
popular stavans, and this was well appreciated by the members. For the first time 
we had sapnas ucchavani on the second day of paryushan and the sapnas pujan 
took place at bhagyashali residence on the fifth day. The pujan was conducted very 
well by one of the members from the music team. We had very good positive  feed 
back from the members regarding all the paryushan activities. 
 
The total amount received, from sapnas ucchavani , aarti , mangal divo,  sponsoring 
various events, sthanakwasi samvatsari samaiyak and pratikraman,and many more 
are given separately in this Darpan.  We thank all the bhagyashali for their 
generous financial support.  We are pleased to inform you that we have donated to 
a panjrapole, recommended by Gurudev,  the sum of Rupees. 151,000—for animal 
and humanitarian cause.  
 
Sangh Parna celebration was arranged at our Centre. It was attended by about 250 
people and all thoroughly enjoyed the ceremony.  At this function the Sapnas were 
received back in great joy and we had a dholi to entertain us. All the tapasvis  were 
given Sangh prabhavna. 
 
Finally we thank our Zoom team, Volunteers and everyone who helped to make this 
event a Talk of the Town.  Beautiful photos of various events are on the web site, 
please make a point to have a look at them. 
 
Jai Jinendra  
 
 Paryushan Committee. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 �ી નવનાત વ�ણક એસોિસયેશન ઓફ �નુાઇટ�ડ �ક�ગડમના ઉપ�મ ેરા��સતં પરમ  ��ુુદ�વ �ી 

ન��િુન મહારાજ સાહ�બના �િુશ�યા ��ૂય �ી પરમ મહાસતી�ઓના સાિંન�યે પવા�િધરાજ પ�ુ�ષણ 

મહાપવ�મા ં ઉજવાયો પરમ સાધના પવ�* 

 
*��ૂય �ી પરમ સબંોધી� મ., નવદ���ત ��ૂય �ી પરમ ઋિષિમ�ા� મ., એવમ શાસન �ભાવક 

દ�દ�ની અન�ય શાસન �ભાવના સ�કડો ભાિવકોન ેબોિધત કર� ગઈ* 

 
મા��ૃિૂમથી �ૂર પરદ�શના U.K.મા ંવસતા સ�કડો ભાિવકોન ેપવા�િધરાજ પ�ુ�ષણ મહાપવ�મા ં�� ુધમ�થી 

ભાિવત કરવાના હ�� ુસાથે �ી નવનાત વ�ણક એસોિસયેશન ઓફ �નુાઇટ�ડ �ક�ગડમના ઉપ�મ ેરા��સતં 

��ૂય ��ુુદ�વ �ી ન��િુન મહારાજ સાહ�બના �િુશ�યા ��ૂય �ી પરમ સબંોધી� મહાસતી� એવમ 

નવદ���ત ��ૂય �ી પરમ ઋિષિમ�ા� મહાસતી�ના સાિંન�યે online ના મા�યમ ે"પરમ સાધના 

પવ�" �ુ ંઅન�ંુે આયોજન કરવામા ંઆ��ુ ંહ� ુ.ં 

 
પવા�િધરાજ પવ�ના આઠ-આઠ �દવસ માટ� આયો�જત કરવામા ંઆવલેા online પરમ સાધના પવ�મા ં

��ૂય �ી પરમ મહાસતી�ઓના �ી�ખુેથી બોધવાણી �વણની સાથ ેશાસન �ભાવક દ�વા�િુ�ય �ી 

�વૂ�દ�દ� કોઠાર� તેમ જ દ�વા�િુ�ય �ી દશ�નાદ�દ� દ�ડયાના �ેરક �વચનોનો લાભ પામી  U.K. ના 

સ�કડો ભાિવકો �ૃત�ૃ�ય બ�યા હતા. 

 
આ�મ�હતના આ આયોજન �તગ�ત �વુા અને ઉ�ચિશ��ત એવા ��ૂય �ી પરમ મહાસતી�ઓ �ારા 

�ાનસાધના, �યાનસાધના, day to day lifeમા ંઅ�સુરણ થઈ શક� એવા �ે�ટ�કલ �યોગોની સાથે સાથ ે

The price of my life, Faith works, Relate your mistakes, I can be Prabhu putra, It’s possible- 
secret of happiness �વા �તરનયનને ઉ�ગર કર� દ�નારા અનેકિવધ િવષયો પર �વચન 

ફરમાવવામા ંઆવતા અનેક અનેક ભાિવકો �� ુકિથત સ�ય ધમ�થી ભાિવત બ�યા હતા. ઉપરાતંમા ંઆ 

આયોજન �તગ�ત �ી અ��મતાબેન શાહના મ�રુ કંઠ�થી કરાવવામા ંઆવલેી ભ��ત �તવના, અન ે

�ેરણા�મક ��યાકંનોની ���િુતના કાય��મો સ�ુને ��ભુ��તમા ંજોડ�ને �ેરણા�ુ ંપાથેય સજ� ગયા. 

 
એ સાથે જ પરમ ��ુુદ�વના સાિંન�ય ે�િશ�ણ પામેલા એવા શાસન �ભાવક દ�વા�િુ�ય �ી �વૂ�દ�દ� 

કોઠાર� તેમ જ દ�વા�િુ�ય �ી દશ�નાદ�દ� દ�ડયા �ારા ભાિવન ેભગવાન સ�ુ ંભ�ય બનાવવા અન ે

સફળતા�ુ ંમાગ�દશ�ન આપતા અનેકિવધ િવષયો, �વા ક� �ી આવ�યક ��ૂ ના છ આવ�યક અને 

��નુા �ીવચનો �મા ં��કત થયેલા છે તેવા આગમ િવશેની સમજ, તેના ��ય ેઅહોભાવ અને ઉપકાર 

ભાવ �ગટ કરતી વદંનાવલી �ારા રસ�દ અને �દય�પશ� શૈલીમા ંઆપવામા ંઆવેલા બોધ �વચનો 

સાથે સપં� થય�ેુ ંપરમ સાધના પવ� અનેકોની આ�મધરા પર આ�મક�યાણની સાધના�ુ ંઅિમટ 

સ�ંકરણ કર� ગ�ુ.ં 

 
Jai Jinendra. 



Ucchavni for Name of Donor(s) Amount

Mahavir Bhagwan Ful in Mala Late Mansanghbhai and Shantaben Varia and late Chunilalbhai 
and Chabalben Mehta

£501

Elephant (Airavat) Rekhaben and Dr Jagdish Shah £555
Bull (Rishabh) Virendra Bakhai of Crawley £501
Lion (Sinh) Lataben Kishorbhai Shah and family £651
Laxmi Taruna & Dilip Mithani and family In loving memory of my 

mother Late Savitaben Vithaldas Mithani
£2,501

Beautiful Garland (ful in mala) Indiraben Chandrakant Mehta £501
Full Moon ( Chandra) Aariya, Ishani & Siena Dhokia - granddaughters of Dilipbhai 

and Tarunaben Mithani
£851

Bright Sun (Surya) Late Vithaljee Dayabhai Mithani- Haste Dilipbhai and 
Tarunaben Mithani

£801

Large Flag (Dhajaa) Late Kumudbala Punamchand Mehta £551
Golden Vase (Kumbh) Nirmalaben and Mahendrabhai Kothari £501
Lotus Lake (Padma sarovar) Manoharbhai & Gunvantiben Jain from Crawley £551
Milky Ocean ( Kshirsamudra) Pritiben Dipakbhai Shah £501
Celestial chariot (Dev Viman) Late Ramaben Ghelani and Ghelani family £351
Gems (Ratna) Tarlika Gajendra Mehta £351
Smokless Fire (Agni) Akash, Aryan & Ryu (Rayu) - grandchildren of Bharatbhai & 

Sarojben Varia
£351

Parna Chandraben Bhupatbhai Maniar & Dipak and Teena Maniar £801
Aarti Sureshbhai & Shobhna Mehta & Family £151
Mangal Divo Bhartiben Kumudlal Mehta £252
Savantsari Samaiyak 
(Sthanakvasi)

Grandchildren Arjun,Anushka, Zara  & Serena - c/o 
Bhupendrabhai and Bhadraben Shah

£601

Savantsari Pratikaman 
(Sthanakvasi)

Kusumben Mansukhlal Kamdar & Family c/o Divyesh and Anita 
Kamdar

£3,333

TOTAL £15,157

NO TAPSAVI NAME TAPASYA
1 PANKAJBHAI MEHTA 11 UPVAS
2 SHOBHNABEN SURESHBHAI MEHTA 9 UPVAS
3 KALPANABEN NARENDRABHAI MEHTA 8 UPVAS
4 PRAFULLABEN ANUPBHAI MEHTA 8 UPVAS
5 JAYESHBHAI DOSHI 8 UPVAS
6 SHREYANS MEHOOL HARSHADRAY SANGHRAJKA 8 UPVAS
7 PRIYA SUNIL BILAKHIA 8 UPVAS 
8 HARDEEP NEAL MEHTA 8 UPVAS

3 UPVAS
2 UPVAS
3 UPVAS
2 UPVAS
4 UPVAS
4 EKASENA
(ALTERNATE 
DAYS)

12 Chhaya Amit Dagli 4 upvas
3 upvas
2 upvas
3 upvas
2 UPVAS
3 UPVAS
3 EKASENA

13 Nishaben Khanderia

14 PRADEEPBHAI MEHTA

Paryushan 2021 Ucchavnis

Paryushan 2021- Tapasvi

9 DARSHNABEN KISHORBHAI BATAVIA

10 HARSHABEN KOTHARY

11 JIMIT SHAH





www.citibondtours.co.uk
tours@citibond.co.uk
0207 290 0614 Small group sizes for a better experience

Tour Managers accompanying you throughout
All Tours are carefully researched & Inspected
Flexible booking conditions

Why book with Citibond Tours?

For more destinations & detailed itinerary please visit:  www.citibondtours.co.uk

Vietnam & Cambodia

from £2809
Japan

from £3299
Jordan

from £2089
South Africa

from £2859

2

1

2 3

4

56

Look no further, Citibond Tours can offer all this and more

      Why should I choose 

  CITIBOND TOURS?

Lake District 
from £295
3 Days/2 Nights

17 Days/16 Nights 11 Days/10 Nights 8 Days/7 Nights 13 Days/12 Nights

Devon & Cornwall
from £329

Cotswold
from £339

Scotland
from £669

3 Days/2 Nights 3 Days/2 Nights 7 Days/6 Nights

5
Friendly tour guide to 
escort you throughout 

the journey? 

5
In a group of like-minded 

people?

4

Discover some of the 
world’s finest cuisines?

3
Have everything on your 
holiday included in the 

price?

2

Would you like to travel 
to amazing destinations?

1

With no hidden 
extras?

6

Our Popular UK Staycation Tours

Our Popular Worldwide Tours



In association with Countrywide Tax & Trust Corporation Ltd

CHJ ESTATE PLANNING LTD

• Wills • Lasting Power of Attorney
• Family Trusts • Wealth Preservation

• Probate

A professionally prepared plan to preserve, protect and pass on family wealth to your loved ones

For more information please call us on

02089528791
or email
chetan@chjestateplanning.co.uk

www.chjestateplanning.co.uk

CHJ Estate Planning Ltd
In Association With Countrywide Tax & Trust Corporation Ltd

CHJ Accountants Ltd
Chartered Certified Accountants

Chetan Parekh 
34 Longcrofte Road, Edgware, Middlesex, HA8 6RR.
Mob: 07956536116



�ી મહાવીર જ�મ ક�યાણકનો અહ�વાલ  

 

નવનાત વ�ણક એસોસીયેશન છે�લા બે વષ�થી કોરોનાની મહામાર�ને  કારણે �મના મા�યમ 

�ારા મહાવીર જ�મ ક�યાણકની ઉજવણી કર� ર�ા છે. આ વષ� રિવવાર તાર�ખ ૨૫મી એિ�લ 

૨૦૨૧ (ચૈ� �દુ તેરસ) ના મહાવીર જ�મો�સવ ઉમગં અને ઉ�સાહ �વૂ�ક ઉજવેલ. આપણી 

પરંપરા �જુબ કોઈપણ કાય� કરતા પહ�લા આપણે નવકાર મ�ં બોલીએ છ�એ.  ૫ ધમ��થાનની 

યા�ા  માટ� પાચં નવકાર મ�ંના �પ કર� કાય��મની શ�આત કર� હતી. િવિધકાર �ી 

જયેશભાઈ શાહને આ �જૂન કરવા માટ� આમ�ંણ આપવામા ંઆ��ુ ંહ� ુ.ં તેમના �ચૂનો ને 

અમલમા ં�કૂ� ભાિવકોને પાચં ધમ��થાનકની ભાવયા�ા તથા �ળૂ નાયકના �જૂન ની �યવ�થા 

કરવામા ંઆવી હતી. આ �કાર�ુ ં�જૂન નવના વણી એસોસીયેશનમા ંપહ�લીજ વાર થ�ુ ંઅને 

ઘણી સફળતા મળ�.  તેમજ ઘણા ંભા�યશાળ�ઓએ લાભ લીધેલ. �ી મહાવીર �� ુઆપણાં 

આરા�ય દ�વ છે અ�યાર� ચાલી રહ�લ કોિવડ ૧૯ના સમયમા ંઆવી ધાિમ�ક ભાવ યા�ાનો લાભ લેવાથી આપ�ુ ંમન અને આપણા ઘર�ુ ં

વાતાવરણ પિવ� ધમ��થાન સ� ુલાગ�ુ ંહ� ુ.ં � પાચં ધમ��થાનકો�ુ ં�જૂન કરવામા ંઆ��ુ ંહ� ુ ંતે �થળો હતા ૧ �ી વરાણસી (બનારસ) 

૧૬ ક�યાણક �િૂમ. ૨ �ી રાજ�હૃ� (રાજગીર�) ચાર ક�યાણક �િૂમ. 

૩ કાકંડ� ૪ ક�યાણક �િૂમ ૪ �ંુડલ�રુ�રુ ગૌતમ �વામી ની જ�મ �િૂમ. ૫ ��ુય ��ૂ �ી �િ�ય�ંુડ (લ�છવાડ) �ી મહાવીર �વામીના 

ગભ� ક�યાણક, �નમ ક�યાણક, પાર�ુ ં�લાવવા�ુ ંઅને દ��ા ક�યાણક �િૂમની ��ૂ. આ ઉપરાતં આરતી તથા મગંળ �દવાનો ધમ��ેમી 

ભા�યશાળ�ઓએ લાભ લીધો હતો. � ભા�યશાળ�ઓએ �જૂનનો લાભ લીધો હતો, તેમને સ�ંથા વતી �જૂનની સામ�ી,  પાર�ુ ંતથા �ી 

મહાવીર �વામીની �િૂત� � કિમટ�ના સ�યો �ી જશવતંભાઈ દોશી તથા હ��મતાબહ�ને તેમના ઘર� પહ�ચાડ� હતી.  �જૂન કર�લી �િૂત� 

ભા�યશાળ� અને રાખવા આપી હતી. �ી ��ભુાઈ તથા ભારતી બહ�ન ભણસાલી આરતી બહ�ન લાખાણી તેમજ જ�બુહ�ન શેઠ ક� �મણે 

લાભાથ�ઓ માટ� પારણા ની �યવ�થા કર� આપલે હતી, કિમટ� વતી તેઓનો ઘણો જ આભાર મા�ુ ં�ં. �ી મહાવીર જ�મો�સવના 

ધમ��થાન ની �ુદંર ભાવ યા�ાની સફળતા�ુ ંપ�રણામ સૌની સ�હયાર� મહ�નત�ુ ંહ� ુ.ં  આ �જૂનના આયોજકો હતા હ�મીતાબહ�ન દોશી 

(કોડ�નેટર), �ી બ�ભુાઈ મહ�તા (કોડ�નેટર), ��ખુ �ી �દલીપભાઈ મીઠાણી, વડ�લ �ી �પુ�ે�ભાઈ શાહ, સગંીતાબહ�ન બાવીસી તથા 

જશવતંભાઈ દોશી હતા. �જૂનમા ંભાગ લેનારા ભા�યશાળ� તથા ધમ��ેમી પ�રવારજનોની સ�ંથા વતી અ�મુોદના ક�ંુ �ં. �મ ટ�મના 

સ�યો �ી અરિવ�દભાઈ મહ�તા, નીિતનભાઈ સાવ�લયા, �કશોરભાઈ બાટવીયા તથા બસંર�બહ�ન �પાણીએ �મ પર ભાવયા�ા તથા �જૂન 

�સા�રત કરવાની �યવ�થા કર� તે બદલ તેમનો અ�યતં આભાર. આપણે સૌ �ી મહાવીર ��નુા સાચા અ�યુાયી બનીએ એજ �ભુ 

ભાવના. અ�યારના ભર�લા વાતાવરણમા ંસૌ સલામત રહ�જો. 

 

હ�મીતા દોશી તથા બ�ભુાઈ મહ�તાના જય મહાવીર તથા જય�જને��  



  

NVA Wins Special Award for Pandemic Support 
On 3rd October 2021, Ketan Adani and I were invited by C B Patel, 
publisher of Gujarat Samachar and Asian Voice, and Lord Dolar 
Popat, the first Gujarati in the House of Lords, to attend a Special 
Award Ceremony in recognition of those who helped local 
communities during the Covid-19 pandemic. I was pleasantly 
surprised and honoured to receive a Seva Ratna Sanmman 
Award for Navnat Vanik Association of the UK. It was a special 
recognition of the support we had provided to the NHS in their 
regional vaccination drive.  

The award was presented by RAF Squadron Leader Amir Khan 
(pictured top right). Ketanbhai and I were also congratulated by 
the Mayor of Harrow, Councillor Ghazanfar Ali, and his wife 
(right); you may have met them at our recent Navnat Mela 2021 
on Janmashtami. Councillor Ali is the successor to our own 
Nitinbhai Parekh who served two terms as Harrow’s Mayor. 

At the top of NVA’s award is the eternal mantra: seva parmo 
dharma. Nothing better encapsulates the spirit of so many 
people who rallied to help others defend against Covid-19. 
Amongst our Navnat community, I met so many people during 
the past two years who have selflessly volunteered to support 
those most in need. I have been humbled and inspired by their 
commitment to seva. 

You will recall that late last year, we had discussions with NHS 
Hillingdon to provide the Navnat Centre as a Community 
Vaccination Hub after Viral (Sunny) Doshi, a Navnatee and a 
public health pharmacist, had suggested the opportunity. Our 
offer was taken up enthusiastically and preparations started in 
earnest. We worked with the Hillingdon Clinical Commissioning 
Group (CCG) and The Confederation (a group of 43 local GP 
Practices) to modify the Navnat Centre to offer the highest 
operational standards of safe practice required for the roll out of 
the vaccine. Soon afterwards, local residents began to arrive for 
vaccinations as a protection against Covid-19. 

By the end of May, nearly 80,000 people had been successfully 
vaccinated. In appreciation, we received a letter “with 80,000 
thanks!” They added that “This has been a jewel of an example 
of local community and public service working – a magnificent 
combination of the right approach, knowledge and behaviour.”  

On de-commissioning the Centre as a vaccination hub, all used 
areas of the building were deep-cleaned by specialists and then 
left unused for a period so that the space is safe for normal use 
once again. 

When receiving the award that night, I felt pride for Navnat and 
the part we have played during the pandemic.  

Dilip Mithani  
President, NVA (UK) 



.RepoRt of Janmashtami mela. 

It was Sunday 22nd August 2021. The day was hot and sunny - a perfect day to hold a mela to celebrate Lord 
Krishna’s birthday after 18 months of lockdown. There were more than 1,500 participants, 50 stalls, 4 funfair 
rides, games, and a grand marquis, all of which helped to keep the atmosphere buzzing with activity and 
excitement. The food stalls were particularly busy, especially the pani puri and pizza stalls.  There were also 
long queues of children at the ice cream stalls and free funfair rides. The Navnat stall gave free toys and 
games to all the children, donated by President Dilipbhai Mithani.  

Meanwhile, parents enjoyed bhelpuri, ragda 
petis, dosa, crispy Bhajia and many other 
Bombay Street foods. There were also stalls for 
fashion, 
travel, 
property 

investment, event management, financial consultant, and charities.  

The Kids Zone was busy with a range of activities led by Sangeeta 
Bavisha. Right next door, Freya Mehta and others ran a lively stall 
for the recently launched Navnat NextGen, with various games 
and physical challenges throughout the day. In the main marquee, 
Shashi Rana, Reema and other very talented musicians wowed the 
audience with their Bollywood songs and Raas Garba – even our 
invited guests, The Worshipful Mayor of Harrow and Hillingdon, 
joined in!  From 5 to 6.30PM, Navnat presented a variety show. 
Items were prepared by talented choreographers and all affiliates 
of NVA and other Navnatees took part in this show. It was fully 
compared by Ms Mamta Tolia As it was also Rakhabandhan 

(ર�ાબઘંન) day, the artistes also sang a special song for brothers and 

sisters.  

Later at about 7PM, we started the celebration of Krishna’s birth 
with the devotional song “badi der bhai nandlala teri raah take brij 
bala”. Everyone looked for “lala” with no sign of Lord Krishna anywhere, but suddenly Bal Krishna appeared 



in his chariot! The crowd joined in the ceremony of “Matki tod” and afterwards prasad was distributed to 
all.  

Navnat is grateful to all well-wishers and donors - without their generous support, we could not have 
organised such a large and popular event. 

Our thanks also to the Mayor Hillingdon, Mayor of Harrow, and other distinguished guests, as well as all the 
volunteers without whom this Mega Mela could not have been successful.  

If you attended, the mela this year, I hope you enjoyed the event. If you missed it, we hope you will be able 
to join us next time.  

Navnat is very grateful that we had following donors to support this Mega Mela with Janmashtami. 
Shirishbhai Shah (1001), Dilipbhai Mithani (251) Mansukhbhai Shah (251) Rohitkumar Mehta (250) 
Sanjeeta Doshi (201) Krishna Sarees (201) Anilbhai Parekh(151) Nikhil Vora (101) Aswinbhai Ghelani(101) 
Anuradhaben Parekh (51) Jyotsna Ramnikbhai Mehta( £101)Anilbhai Doshi (£51) and donor of all prizes 
of raffle 1, Taraben Bhogibhai Mehta Perfumes set worth £501,2, Explora Tours (Vinodbhai Shah)£250 
voucher for to fly anywhere’,3, Tarunaben Virendrabhai Bakhai Sworoski diamonds set 4, Taraben 
Bhogibhai Mehta Perfumes set worth £ 150 5, Big Teddy bear Dilipbhai Mithani 

In this year mela’s success  we had  many volunteers but I must thank leader of each Division:- Mr David 
Holden for looking after health safety and electrical arrangements, Mrs Sangeeta Bavisha for kids zone, 
Mr Natubhai Mehta for Funfair Mr Bachoobhai Mehta, Bollywood show Kirit Batavia For Variety 
show,Ladies of Jalsa and Bhagini Samaj for Full decoration of Stage; For all dignitaries Ms Mamta Tolia  
and all other supporting volunteers If by mistake I have missed any volunteers knowingly or unknowingly  
Please accept my sincere apology from my bottom of my heart. Michhami Dukadam 
 
Ramesh J Shah, Navnat Mela 2021 coordinator 
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WILL DRAFTING AND 
LASTING POWERS OF 
ATTORNEY

	Estate Planning

	Will Drafting 

  Lasting Powers of Attorney

	Trusts – by approved partners 

	Probate – by approved partners

	Document / Will Storage                                            

	Talks to community groups

 balanceconsultancy     balance consultancy

Devonshire House,  
582 Honeypot Lane, Stanmore, Middlesex  HA7 1JS
T 020 3837 0099 • 07780 690432    
E info@balanceconsultancy.co.uk    
W www.balanceconsultancy.co.uk

Evening and weekend 
appointments 

available subject to 
availability

•
Gujarati spoken 

fluently
•

Home visits and virtual 
or online meetings

While we have good health we rarely 

think about what would happen if we 

lost our mental capacity or indeed 

became very ill. This is becoming 

more and more common as our lives 

become complex and longer. Would 

it not be great if at the time of your 

greatest need, you have loved and 

trusted ones taking decisions on your 

behalf safely and legally? You can do 

just that by taking out Lasting Powers 

of Attorney (LPA) to cover Health and/

or Finance. They are both different 

LPAs but equally important. A vital 

document for the times we now live in.  

LPAs can only be set up while you have 

adequate mental capacity. LPAs are 

not just for the elderly but everyone 

over the age of 18. No one know when 

an illness can strike. Invest in your 

peace of mind now.

Contact Balance Consultancy  
for further details.

‘I t’s a Dead Cert, so plan for it!

Shandip Nathalal Shah ASWW, ACIB, MBA

T 020 3837 0099
M 07780 690 432
E shandip@balanceconsultancy.co.uk
W www.balanceconsultancy.co.uk  





NAVNAT VADIL MANDAL 
Navnat Centre, Printing House Lane, Hayes, UB3 1AR 

Subsidiary of Navnat UK Charity Registration No 1173042 

PPrreessiiddeenntt  
Nalinkumar Udani 
020 8204 5716 
07939 141 098 
 
VViiccee  PPrreessiiddeenntt  
Position Vacant 
  
SSeeccrreettaarryy  
Natwarlal Mehta 
07783884513 
 
AAssssiissttaanntt  SSeeccrreettaarryy  
Chandrakant Shah 
07880 727 187 
 
AAccttiinngg  TTrreeaassuurreerr  
Shirish Mithani 
020 8843 2418 
07950 267 725 
 
JJooiinntt  TTrreeaassuurreerr  
Bhogilal Rupani  
020 8907 2941 
07405 015 784 
 
MMeemmbbeerrsshhiipp  SSeeccrreettaarryy  
Jagdish Sanghani 
01296 612500 
07796 428 263 
 
CCoommmmiitttteeee  MMeemmbbeerr  
Chandulal Shah 
Surendra Shah 
Induben Shah 
Vishnu Shah 
 
PPrrooggrraammmmee  CCoooorrddiinnaattoorr      
Purnima Meswani 
0208 422 9470 
07828 144 455 
 
CCooaacchh  
CCoooorrddiinnaattoorr  
Arvind Shah 
020 8204 4970 
07443 118 902 
 
KKiittcchheenn  CCoooorrddiinnaattoorr  
Shakuntala Sheth 
020 8206 2887 
07966 840 910 
 
LLiiaaiissoonn  OOffffiicceerr  ffoorr  KKiittcchheenn  
Bharat H Mehta 
07957 219 129 
 
LLiiaaiissoonn  ooffffiicceerr    
ffoorr  YYooggaa  
Jayesh Shah 
07570 817345 
020 8951 3382 
 
AAddvviissoorr  
Bhupendra Shah 
 
CCoo--oopptteedd  MMeemmbbeerrss  
Nitin Savadia 
Rajnikant Shah 

MMeessssaaggee  ffrroomm  tthhee  AAccttiinngg  TTrreeaassuurreerr  

 
Respected Vadil Members, 
 
Jai Jinendra and Jai Shree Krishna 
My name is Shirish Mithani and I have been acting 
Navnat Vadil Mandal treasurer since 1st January 
2021. I took over from Bhupenbhai  
Vasa, the previous treasurer who took a year’s 
sabbatical. 
Since the beginning of January 2021, I have made a few alterations to the way 
we record and view our financial  
information. 
We now have internet banking which has proved to be very useful. I am  
currently looking into getting a debit/credit card machine so that we can  
accept various types of payments digitally. At present we are accepting online 
payments, written pledges and cheques made payable to Navnat Vadil Mandal. 
Your committee has waived subscription charges for the financial year 2021 
due to the pandemic. 
When the country went into lockdown on 20th March 2020, all our activities at 
the Navnat Centre came to a halt. Since then the NVM Committee, with the 
help of the Navnat Zoom team, launched a series of programmes and events 
online in order to entertain and connect with our members. Our AGM which 
was planned for July 2021 could not take place due to Covid-19 restrictions.  
However, we are now planning to hold our annual general meeting at the  
Navnat Centre in October/November 2021 subject to government guidelines. 
Let us hope that we can all meet up soon, return to our normal activities and 
enjoy the new dining hall facilities together. 
 
SShhiirriisshh  MMiitthhaannii,,  AAccttiinngg  NNVVMM  TTrreeaassuurreerr..  
  
  
PPrrooggrraammmmee  RReeppoorrtt  ffrroomm  NNaavvnnaatt  VVaaddiill  MMaannddaall  

ffoorr  tthhee  mmoonntthhss  ooff  FFeebbrruuaarryy  22002211  ttoo    SSeepptteemmbbeerr  22002211  bbyy    

NNiittiinn  DDeevvcchhaanndd  SSaavvaaddiiaa  

With the ongoing pandemic, and all our activities at 
Navnat Centre suspended, we continued our ef-
forts for the members to remain connected and 
entertained  
virtually over Zoom and you tube. Apart from our  
regular Yoga sessions by Manishaben and  
Bhavnaben, the following are highlights of  
programmes presented in collaboration with  
Navnat Vanik Association (UK) and with immense 
support of the Navnat Zoom Team. If you have 
missed any programmes, you can still go to  
Navnat Vanik Association UK’s channel on YouTube to watch the recording.  



FFaarrssaann  CCooookkeerryy  sshhooww  1122  FFeebbrruuaarryy  22002211  
Like all the previous cookery shows the Farsan Cookery show proved a 
roaring success with attendance of almost 550 devices. Shakuben Sheth and 
her friends, Rekhaben Saxena, Divya Saxena, Jayshareben Rajkotia, 
Ranjanben Patel, and Sarojben Varia, demonstrated 12 delicious and mouth-
watering dishes in record time. Whilst we may be making some of these 
items at home, this talented ladies shared their tricks and tips in making it in 
a different, easier and quicker way. The show was an inspiration to all, cooks, 
non-cooks, experts and amateurs. We have had a lot of emails praising the 
show and asking for the recipes. We are thankful to these ladies, who have 
taken time out of their busy lives to demonstrate and share their recipes 
with us. Purnimaben Meswani did a wonderful job as a moderator. 

 

 

  
 

 
 
 

Kalpana Bhatt 

BBoollllyywwoooodd  AAnnttaakksshhaarrii  1199tthh  FFeebbrruuaarryy  22002211  
Our Fun Filled Bollywood Antakshari Program on 
Friday was yet another successful and popular event 
with over 430 devices connected to view. Shree 
Nalinbhai Udani, Purnimaben Meswani and 
Kalpanaben Bhatt did  
an excellent job in producing and presenting this 
event. All the contestants played very competitively 
making the game very entertaining .The Navnat Zoom 
Team as usual executed the program in a very 
professional manner with meticulous planning. Whilst 
the Pandemic has created difficult and challenging 
times, Programmes such as this bring welcome cheer. 

  
CCooookkeerryy  SShhooww  DDeesssseerrtt  DDeelliigghhttss  1199  MMaarrcchh  22002211  
Our 10th Cookery Show “Dessert Delights” like all the previous cookery 
shows was a roaring success. The turnout was good with some 430 devices 
connected to watch. Meenaben Trivedy our singing star, Sarojben Varia, 
Hansaben Sheth, and Shakuben Sheth all did exceptionally well in 
demonstrating mouth-watering dessert recipes. We are truly grateful to the 
Navnat Zoom Team led by Arvindbhai Mehta for making the virtual show a 
reality. 

Shakuben 
Sheth 

Ranjanaben 
Patel 

Jayshreeben 
Rajkotia 

Sarojben 
Varia 

Rekhaben and Divya 
Saxena   



  

GGeeeett  MMaallaa  bbyy  KKaavviittaa  MMuurrttii  2277  MMaarrcchh  22002211  
Kavita Murti winner of reality show, Meri Awaz suno, on 
Star Plus recently gained the governor’s award for her 
contribution to music. She gave us a beautiful concert in 
her sweet voice, singing melodies from the bygone era 
and also more recent ones. Her choice of songs was 
excellent. The event was hugely successful with over 320 
devices connected to view 

  

HHeeaalltthh  aanndd  SSaaffeettyy  aatt  HHoommee””  bbyy  DDaakksshhaa  HHaatthhii  1166  AApprriill  22002211  
Daksha Hathi has advised Navnat community centre on 
all Health & Safety as well as Food Safety matters for the 
last 8 years. Together with Bina Mehta who works for the 
Harrow Council Social Services they both gave a very 
informative presentation that am sure all listeners found 
extremely useful.  

  
Kalpanaben 

KKaauunn  BBaanneeggaa  VVaaddiill  CChhaammppiioonn  2211  MMaayy  22002211  
For the first time on Navnat Zoom we had a very special 
entertaining programme Kaun Banega Vadil Champion.10 
brave contestants took part and answered the questions 
posed by Kalpanaben Bhatt. The winner was Indiraben 
Parekh who impressively answered all 5 questions 
without using her life line. Runners up were Padminiben 
Shah, Ashaben Mehta and Nalinbhai Kothari. The 
programme was well attended with over 250 devices 
connected to view. Prizes in the form of Gift Vouchers 
were awarded to the Winner and all the runners up. 

 
 
Members of the Kitchen Committee gave us a demonstration on the art of 
making pickles. It was yet another popular and successful programme with 
some 240 devices connected to view. Ansuyaben, Kokilaben, Tarlikaben, 
Surekhaben, and Sarojben shared with us their recipes, some passed down 
from their parents. It was heart- warming to hear from Natubhai, about the 
Chefs long and dedicated service in the Kitchen Committee.  



 

OOiill  TThheerraappyy  bbyy  MMaanniisshhaabbeenn  WWaallaa  22  JJuullyy  22002211 
Manishaben gave a talk on Oil Therapy and Remedies based 
on ingredients found within the home. It was a very 
comprehensive presentation that we are sure benefited the 
audience of approximately 160 devices, immensely. 

  

AAmmaarrii  AAddaallaatt    3300  JJuullyy  22002211  
With Kalpana Bhatt acting as prosecution advocate and 
Bhupen Vasa as presiding Judge, five defendants were 
brought to court to answer various charges levied  
against them. It was a light-hearted event full of fun, well 
produced and executed with over 170 devices in attendance. 
The Zoom Team as usual handled the 
programme very efficiently. 

  

MMoouutthhwwaatteerriinngg  RReecciippeess  66  AAuugg  2211  
Ranjanben and Aradhnaben gave us a 

demonstaration on the making of various 
mouthwatering dishes, including Mexican 

Taco Bowl, Tiranga Idli’s, Canneloni, Paneer 
Puffs, Chaat on Fire, Pizza Tornados, 
Samosa Pot Pie, and Radha’s Jars.   

SSuummmmeerr  PPiiccnniicc  2299  AAuugguusstt  22002211  
  
As a result of the eased Covid restrictions, we organised a summer picnic at 
the Navnat Centre where approximately 40 People turned up. Whilst 
overcast and windy, it was a warm day. All brought a variety of food which 
was shared around with Vadil Mandal providing soft drinks, tea and coffee. 
Kalpanaben Bhatt compered the Antakshari programme. All those who 
attended had a great time. Natubhai Mehta, Shirishbhai Mithani and 
Purnimaben Meswani did an excellent job, managing the event.  

   

  

 



NVA - CRICKET AT NAVNAT 
 
No one can argue that we have one of the best 
community centre and 
beautiful grounds, in London. 
 
Over the last two years, Jaswant Doshi, our General 
Secretary, has established excellent relations with the 
English Cricket Board (ECB),who are supporting us 
and promoting Cricket at Navnat Centre. 
 
You will be glad to know that, after almost 15 years we 
are are using our grounds for Sports. 
A proper Cricket square has been prepared,and we 
have purchased a “Flexpitch”, (with Navnat Logo) 
which is ideal for playing. 
We have a practice net and Astro-turf in place. 
(Courtesy of Lord's  cricket Club) 
We have also bought a roller and all the playing equipment, including 
Ladies kits. 
 
NAVNAT CRICKET CLUB LAUNCHED CHILDRENS CRICKET 
EVERY 
SUNDAY FOR CHILDREN, BOTH BOYS AND GIRLS. TOTALLY FREE 
ALL STARS (5-8yrs) & DYNAMOS (8-11yrs) – For 8 Weeks sessions 
From 20th June 2021 to  01st August 2021 
 
It's an 8 weeks introduction to Cricket course. 
All playing equipment for the above has been provided free of charge 
by ECB. We have 7 Navnatee Activators,(2 men and 5 women) who are 
fully trained and DBS and First Aid certified. One of our activator has 
enrolled for Level one Ladies Coaching 
course. 
 
The registered numbers of Children on ECB are :- 
All Stars: 28 & Dynamos 26 a total of 54. and we are still getting 
enquires. 
 
On Sunday the 20th June 2021, A total of 45 children and parents 
attended, and thoroughly enjoyed themselves. 
 
They were given fruit juice,snacks (healthy cereal bar/crisps) and fresh fruit at the end of the session. 
Which we do after each session. 
 
We have had a fantastic turnout so far, despite poor weather on last two Sundays, when we played 
indoor. 
 



Overall the children & parents feed back is good and they all enjoy the fun 
and games, while learning to play Cricket. Parents are encouraged  to 
participate, and spend quality time with their kids. We would have started last 
Summer, but due to Covid19, it was delayed. 
 
Cricket started on the 13th of June 2021 and we officially launched on the 20th 
June, with 8 free sessions running till the 01st Aug.21 
 
We have now negotiated zero fees for the children and have received a very 
favourable letter from ECB. 
 
All Children who register with ECB, will receive free, Rucksack, a cricket bat, 
a ball, and a personalised named -T shirt. 
 
We are also creating :- 
 
A) A Ladies team-  Dream Big Desi Woman – Program to promote ladies 
training and playing. Initial training is on line and we are now looking at early 
October to start this, subject to Covid rules. 
A separate web-blast and special talk for Ladies is planned. 
 
B)  A  Youth Team, - All youth are welcome to join - including girls 
 
C) an Adults mens team  -All welcome  -age is not an issue. 
 
Please call or e mail your names to join -you don't have to be an expert. 
 
Everyone should support and take part and so that we can play every 
Sunday. All equipment is provided. 
 
All enquires to:-jaswant.doshi@navnat.com - (M) 07877372825 
 
Regular flyers are displayed on the zoom programs, and we are doing a fresh web blast with a write 
up.- Photos of the activities are on the website. Please look out for web blasts for new dates soon. 
 
TODAY'S YOUNGSTERS ARE TOMORROWS LEADERS. 
 
WE NEED MORE LADIES /GIRLS  AS ACTIVATORS TO TEACH YOUNGSTERS. PLEASE COME AND LEARN 
AND ENJOY CRICKET. 
YOUR SUPPORT WILL BE GREATLY APPRECIATED 
 
Jaswantrai Doshi 
General Secretary & Sports Coordinator 
NVA 
 





Sonali Shah – Navnat Vanik Association Inspiration Page 
 

 
 
What is your background? 
  
I was born in London to Oshwal Jain parents who met in the UK while studying. Dad moved from 
Tanzania to Yorkshire in the 70s and qualified as a pharmacist and mum moved here from Kenya to 
become a midwife.  My husband and in-laws are Navnatees. 
  
How did you get into your profession? 
  
I was volunteering at a hospital radio station while studying sciences at A level and my mum told me 
to ‘do something different’. She said we had enough medical people in the family and I was lucky to 
have more choice so I should take advantage of that.  
  
What is your biggest achievement? 
  
I think I’ll only be able to fully assess that later on in my life when I have time to stop and look back. 
At the moment, I have a young family and a busy career and am grateful to the village around me 
that help me enjoy both!  
  
What is your biggest motivation? 
  
Making my parents proud and setting a good example for my children.  
  
What advice would you give to the younger generation? 
  
If you have a goal, be focussed and go for it. If you don’t, don’t worry – it’s okay to ask for help to 
figure things out. Find yourself a mentor or a champion who can advise you and guide you towards 
the right path for you.   
  
What are your hobbies? 
  
Dancing, listening to music and reading. I could sit and read all day if I could!  

  Sonali Shah’s children’s picture book ‘The Best Diwali Ever’ is out now.  
 



Introducing Navnat Next Gen 
A brand new community for the next generation 

  

 

Nikhil Sangani | Shreena Kothari | Jaineel Shah | Freya Mehta | Kevin Mithani | Meera Shah | Amisha Mehta | Anneka 

Parekh | Ariesha Mehta | Yatra Desai | Mehul Patel | Akash Mehta 

The Vision 
Our hope is to create the foundations for the future of Navnat and ensure that the next 
generation are still able to enjoy the benefits of our community.  Having already completed 
events such as self defense classes, support in parenthood, charity walks, we hope to 
provide a professional and innovative take on community engagement. 
  
Who we are? 

Navnat Next Gen is a brand new community aimed at individuals between the ages of 25-49 
to bridge the gap between the NYA and the other Navnat Communities.      

 
Why are we here? 
We want to bridge the gap between the NYA and the Vadil communities.We aim to do this by 
engaging with a variety of professionals, young families and those who know how to have a 
good time!   
With your help we hope to future-proof our community and embrace our culture, values 
and beliefs.  
  
What do we do?  
Socialise- Expand the Navnat network by bringing people together through video, podcasts 
and live events.  
Support – Create a space to support the next generation throughout different stages of 
their lives. 
Serve – Give back by helping Navnat and volunteering in the wider community. 

We want your ideas, support and engagement!  If you would like to get involved in any 
capacity please do not hesitate to reach out to us and we look forward to seeing you at our 
next event! 

 



#Events we carried out in 2021…. 
 
BODY COMBAT CLASS with PRIYA DESAI 

On 12th June 2021 we held our first ever event which was a virtual 
body combat class lead by fitness instructor Priya Desai . Body 
combat is an intensive group workout inspired by martial arts. With 
a focus on cardio, body combat is ideal for building fitness, 
developing agility and burning calories  

We had over 60 people giving this all the juice they had - throwing 
their hardest punches, their highest kicks, their strongest crunches 
& most of all having a great time exercising on a scorching Saturday morning in June! 

This fabulous class showed that age or ability are no barrier to health & fitness - anyone 
can do anything so long as they have the willingness to participate!  

 

JANMASHTAMI MELA at NAVNAT 

On Sunday 22nd August 2021 our team attended the 
Janmashtami mela at Navnat to showcase our new group 
and build engagement within the community. There was a 
great turnout despite the fluctuating weather and we 
were so pleased to see many of you visiting our stall. It 
was lovely to see existing and new members joining in 
the activities that we had planned out during the 
day.  This included fitness challenges like hula hoops, 
skipping and planks as well as fun games including ring 
toss. Check out some of the pictures of the event on Instagram!  

 

CHARITY WALK for CANCER RESEARCH 

On Saturday 25th September 2021, Navnat Next Gen completed a 13.1 mile walk across 
London as part of the Shine Night Walk 
organised by Cancer Research UK. 
 
There were 22 of us in total who 
completed the half marathon which 
started in Southwark Park and ended in 
Old Billingsgate, Monument. We raised 
over £7,500 with the support from so 
many generous donors! We are so 
grateful for all your donations and would 
like to thank all the sponsors as well as 
all the participants that took part in the 
half marathon! It was amazing to see everyone come together with such enthusiasm and 
energy making the night a memorable one!  

You can keep in touch with us on Instagram or Facebook!  
@Navnatnextgen or email us at nng@navnat.com 

 



A POEM by Nilesh Mehta 
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A POEM by Bhagubhai Bhimda 

�શાનમા ં
 

માનવી ભલ ે ઉડે અાકાશ કે પાતાળમા ં

છેવટે તા ેસાનેૈ જવુ ંપડશ ે�શાનમા ં
 

હંુ મારંુ ને તારંુ અમેા ંજીવન  થયુ ંપરંૂુ 

સઘળુ ં છાડેીને  જવુ ંપડશ ે�શાનમા ં
 

ગાડી વાડીને  બંગલા, પછી થશ ે�દવાળી 

હાળેીમા ંતુ ંઅકેલા ેબળી જશ ે�શાનમા ં
 

સબંંધ  હાયે દા�ેત- દુ�મન-પ�રવારના 

સમય પરૂા ેથતા ંબળી જશ ે�શાનમા ં

 

 

 
 

સ�ાય�ની  સવુાસ ચારેબાજુ  ફેલાય છે 

નામ  છે અમર કાયા બળશ ે�શાનમા ં
 

બળતા ેતને  જેાઈ કાઈેક સમજી જશે 

અમ�ૂ  અા જીવન   

બળી જશ ે�શાનમા ં
 

સમય  છે હજુ બાકી  સ�કાય� કરતા ેજા 

લાકેા ે યાદ કરશે  તુ ંબળશ ે�શાનમા ં

 

- ભગભુાઈ  ભીમડા  :  (ભરુચ) 



The value of advice

Throughout our lives, we face 
having to make financial  
decisions that can have a major 
impact on our wealth, as well  
as determining whether we meet 
our goals, and can protect  
ourselves and our families from 
unexpected events. A carefully 
thought-through financial plan 
can make a positive difference, 
no matter what stage of life  
you’re at. Isn’t expert advice only 
for the wealthy?

Certain life events, such as buying your first 
home, having a baby or retirement, will tend  
to prompt people to seek advice.

And don’t think that professional financial advice is only 
for the very wealthy or is only useful when it comes to 
making complex investment or pension decisions. Even 
a seemingly straightforward financial goal could involve 
numerous decisions and having to make a choice from 
a range of different products and providers.

Research has found that two in five people think they 
don’t have sufficient wealth to seek advice and over a 
quarter (27%) think advice is only for those with savings 
over £100,000. The reality is that 77% of those who have 
either sought advice or who currently have an adviser, 
have savings and investments of less than £100,000, 
compared to just 5% with more than £500,000.

Is it worth seeking financial advice? 
Over the years, research has produced some interesting 
findings that highlight the benefit of taking advice when 
making financial decisions. 

When assessing financial returns, one study found that 
individuals who receive financial advice were likely, 
on average, to receive 4.4% more per annum in net 
returns. This was through a combination of financial 
planning, tax advice, preventing behavioural mistakes 
and rebalancing portfolios.

Elsewhere, another study highlighted that receiving 
professional financial advice over a five-year period 
(between 2001 and 2006), resulted in a total boost 
to wealth (in pensions and financial assets) of nearly 
£48,000, a decade later.

The real value of advice
Good financial outcomes are obviously important, but 
the true value of financial advice can be measured in 
different ways. As well as saving you time, working with 
a trusted financial adviser can give you the peace of 
mind and reassurance that things are in hand.

No two clients will have the same requirements, so 
it’s vital you obtain sound financial advice tailored to 
your individual needs. That’s where we can help, with 
tailor-made advice which helps to add value, whatever 
stage of life you’re at. 

The value of investments and any income from them 
can fall as well as rise and you may not get back the 
original amount invested.

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future 
performance and should not be relied upon.

2in5
people think  

they don’t have  
sufficient wealth  
to seek advice

1in4
think advice is for 
those with savings 

over £100,000

3in4
of those who have 

sought advice  
have savings and  
investments of less 

than £100,000

If you would like to discuss any of the issues raised in this 
article, please do not hesitate to contact us on:

Tel: 07725 750 703 

or email: bejal@lwealth.co.uk  |  www.lwealth.co.uk



Bejal Shah  FCA BSS01042

Contact: +44 (0) 772 5750 703
Email: bejal@lwealth.co.uk

Financial Planning Specialist

With 15 years of experience in financial services, working in various 
roles for large institutions, I am proud to have set up London Wealth 
Ltd, of which I am the sole director. 

I am listed in The Times list of Top Financial Advisors for 2019 – 2021 
and recognised for providing a high level of customer service by  
getting to know and understand the needs of clients through  
regular face-to-face meetings. 

I  specialise in offering advice in: 

• Investment Planning • Pensions

• Retirement Planning • Estate Planning 

• Inheritance Tax Planning • Succession Planning

• Personal Protection • Business Protection

New clients are referred to me through personal recommendations  
and introductions from other professionals and come from varied  
backgrounds. I believe I can help every individual or family I meet.

Financial planning can be complex at times. My aim is to present  
information to each client in a clear and concise way, ensuring that 
every aspect is understood. This, coupled with my desire to build  
and maintain ongoing relationships, reinforces my commitment  
to intergenerational financial planning for families and businesses. 

My business is based on the following principles:

• Providing service that is founded on a genuine understanding  
of client needs.

• Ensuring that clients benefit from a personalised approach to taking  
care of their financial needs.

• Building business by developing long term relationships with clients.

• Always recommending the most appropriate financial products.

I have offices in both Central London and Harrow, Greater London.

Outside of work, when I am not spending time with my wife and two 
daughters, you will find me relaxing watching an array of sports!

London Wealth Ltd work with individuals,  
families and businesses to plan, support and  
protect their wealth. We believe that financial 
planning should have your best interests at heart, 
and your goals for the future help us focus on 
making the right recommendations.

By taking the time to listen and understand your 
circumstances, we strive to educate and provide 
you with a plan that best fits your situation.  
Planning for a positive future while at the same 
time, protecting you from unexpected events  
is essential. We build close relationships with our 
clients and by means of regular reviews we can 
act quickly to ensure the right strategy is in place 
for most eventualities.

Ongoing relationships with our clients is the key  
to London Wealth’s success and this is where the 
real value of financial planning lies. 

Our professional and trusted advisors are just 
a call away and we’re in it with you for the long 
term, to give you peace of mind today, as well as 
ensuring your assets are being properly protected 
for your future.

London Wealth Ltd
for personalised financial advice

I welcome the opportunity to have  
a free and confidential chat.

London Wealth Ltd: FCA No. 921733 
Registered in England & Wales  No. 12437408 
Registered Office: 79 Norman Crescent, Pinner, HA5 3QH

London Wealth Ltd is an appointed representative of  
Openwork Ltd, which is authorised and regulated  
by the  Financial Conduct Authority.

PROFESSIONAL SKILLS

Openwork  Level 13  110 Bishopsgate  London EC2N 4AD 
M: 07725 750 703  |  E: bejal@lwealth.co.uk 
www.lwealth.co.uk


